Goddessy by Ucaoimhu
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When the ale-loving goddess Hathor was
about to go to Machu Picchu to see the
weirdly rectangular architecture, she first
faced the divine (and rewarding) mysteries of a different structure. As for you:
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(1) In half of the clues, you must change
a single letter to some other letter before
solving. The letters before changing, in
clue order, will spell two hints given near
the structure; the letters after changing
will spell the phrase she replied with.
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(2) Fourteen of the other clues work nor32
mally, but each of their answers includes
one or more “special” squares in the grid,
each of which holds one of two (roughly)
equivalent terms. Reading the first letters
of all the clues whose answers include
squares with the shorter term, and then doing the same
for the longer term, will tell you what the structure was.
(3) The five remaining clues each contain an extra word,
which must be removed before solving. These words, in
order, describe Hathor, and also clue one final word to
conclude this puzzle in an appropriate manner.
ACROSS
2. Producers of intaglio art sit & squint at a lunatic
11. Bopper from Italy with Italian symbol
13. Add fantastic old Japanese sport
14. Ms. Taylor left 100 yelpers, initially, with nothing
15. Go, leaving California by 7:15 or 8:45 with 200 mg
16. Amount of energy absorbed by mysterious dark oil
17. Times twice tosses out some office supplies
18. Remove peony from bike to express sadness
19. Heart of sinning Parisian is captured by US visitors
22. Name weapon they cut in two after White Heat
24. Raised cruet from baker with education
25. Yet one will get cold in a little bit
28. Rather charmingly old-fashioned Belgian who when
eating ain’t quiet
31. Announced Edmonton hockey for player and mathematician Leonhard
32. Stop after a prim, captivating German gives you airplane fuel
33. Differs from half-stinking peony
34. Elderly philosopher had to lose herd
35. Easily cracked up by zany, brutal farce
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DOWN
1. Unsuable kid’s frisbee, say
2. Announcement from director of vid, mostly taking
court on
3. Loose one from Cremona gets stein in Krefeld
4. Newspaper caught in one’s talus (heelbone)
5. Actor Curry, stopping in, dined with few people
6. Most internally upset or unconcealedly tasty!
7. Egyptian is located south of that thing
8. Manipulated Peri into getting dull architect’s planmaking technique
9. “Rocks,” being sand the wrong way around, will produce damage
10. Was pursuing sot having sex, reportedly
12. I sing to plain, slovenly Art (2 wds.)
14. Symbol of Zorro on Ararat thus confused ancient
Persian prophet of Ahura Mazda
18. Ocular decoration mother put on tailless, sacred beetle of the Egyptians
20. Dour deity Alice comprehends the language family
containing Finnish and Hungarian
21. Tenant sees El Lobo
23. Droplets containing Retsyn finally link together to
become maximally Certs-like?
26. Almost conceal small bey
27. One that adores a tree or meadow flower, primarily
29. Ron leaves a retro party with the captain from
Moby-Dick
30. Legendary monster is amazingly hardy

